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Abstract. Assistive technologies for visually impaired people (screen
readers and braille displays) perform satisfactorily with regard to digi-
tal documents containing alphabet characters, but they still have a long
way to go as far as formulae and graphs are concerned. In general, the
most spread digital documents are in PDF format. However, in the case
of mathematical contents, they are not accessible at all, since formu-
lae are usually unreadable by screen readers. Currently, a standard and
fast method for inserting accessible formulae into a PDF document is
still lacking despite it is a very important issue for spreading accessi-
ble digital scientific documents. In this paper, we propose a method for
automatically generating a PDF document with mathematical contents
accessible by assistive technologies for visually impaired people. Specif-
ically, we have developed a LaTeX package that produces a final PDF
document where the formulae are totally accessible by screen readers and
braille displays.
Keywords: accessibility of formulae, assistive technology, LaTeX, pdf
document, visually impaired people
1 Introduction
In this paper, we propose a method for automatically generating a PDF doc-
ument with formulae accessible by assistive technologies for visually impaired
people. Assistive technologies (screen readers and braille displays) perform sat-
isfactorily with regard to digital documents containing alphabet characters, but
they still have a long way to go as far as formulae and graphs are concerned. A
comprehensive overview about this problem can be found in [1] and [2].
Many studies have been conducted in order to improve the accessibility of
digital documents with mathematical contents. For instance, MathPlayer en-
sures accessibility of formulae inserted by using MathType in Word documents
[10]. Another way for creating accessible mathematical documents is given by
the MathML language (see [4] for further information). However, accessibility of
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such documents is heavily affected by the versions of browsers, operative systems
and screen readers, making this solution very unstable. A system used by blind
people for reading and writing mathematics is the LAMBDA system (Linear
Access to Mathematics for braille Device and Audio-synthesis). Mathematical
language in LAMBDA is designed so that every symbol can be directly trans-
lated into words. For further details on LAMBDA we refer to [5]. Unfortunately,
this system does not help to spread accessible digital documents, since it is only
used by visually impaired people and it is not a standard for the realization
of documents by sighted people. A very used language for producing scientific
documents is the LaTeX language, which is a standard in the scientific commu-
nity. Assistive technologies can directly manage LaTeX documents. In this case,
visually impaired people need to learn LaTeX in order to understand the com-
mands. However, there are software which facilitate LaTeX comprehension and
usability; one of them is BlindMath [9]. Moreover, some converters from LaTeX
to braille exist, see, e.g., [8] and [3].
In general, the most spread digital documents are in PDF format. However,
in the case of mathematical contents, they are not accessible at all, since for-
muale are usually unreadable by screen readers because they are bidimensional
as images. None of the above systems allows to directly produce accessible for-
mulae in PDF documents. This could be possible only performing specific tasks.
For instance, using the Word editor, if each formula is manually tagged by the
author (by using the alternative text), such a comment will be kept when the
corresponding PDF file will be generated and it will be read by the screen reader.
However, this procedure does not help to improve the presence of accessible PDF
documents, since it is a very boring and time consuming method. It is very hard
to think that an author performs these actions for the realization, e.g., of a book.
Currently, a standard and fast method for inserting accessible formulae into a
PDF documents is still lacking despite it is a very important issue for spreading
accessible digital scientific documents. In [11] standard guidelines for accessi-
bility of PDF documents are presented. Moreover, in [6] and [7], an overview
about accessibility of PDF documents is provided with a focus on mathemat-
ical contents. In these works, the author also proposes possible solutions and
guidelines for producing accessible formulae by embedding LaTeX and MathML
codes. However, a working and definitive method is not provided.
In this paper, we show a LaTeX based method for an automatized production
of accessible PDF documents with mathematical contents. Specifically, we have
developed a LaTeX package that produces a final PDF document where the
formulae are totally accessible by screen readers and braille displays.
2 Description of the LaTeX package ‘accformulae’
When a PDF document is generated starting from LaTeX, formulae are not
accessible by screen readers and braille displays. They can be made accessible
by inserting a hidden comment, i.e., an actual text, similarly to the case of web
pages or Word documents. This can be made, e.g., by using the LaTeX package
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pdfcomment.sty or using an editor for PDF files like Adobe Acrobat Pro. In
any case, this task must be manually performed by the author and it is surely
inefficient, since the author should write the formulae and, in addition, insert a
description for each formula. Note also that the package pdfcomment.sty does not
allow to insert special characters like ‘backslahs’, ‘brace’, etc, in the comment.
Moreover, with these solutions, the reading is bothered since the screen reader
reads incorrectly the formula and then the correct comment of the formula. In
Figure 1, we show the LaTeX code for generating a PDF document containing
a simple formula with a comment manually inserted. When the screen reader
accesses the PDF document, the formula will be read ‘square root 1 plus 5 2
begin fraction numerator 1 plus square root of 5 over 2 end fraction’, i.e., before
reading the correct comment ‘begin fraction numerator 1 plus square root of 5
over 2 end fraction’ the screen reader reads incorrectly the formula ‘square root
1 plus 5 2’.
Fig. 1: LaTeX commands for generating a simple formula in a PDF document using
the package pdfcomment.sty and the corresponding PDF output
There are also some LaTeX packages that try to improve the accessibility of
PDF documents produced by LaTeX. In particular the packages accsupp.sty
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(available at https://ctan.org/pkg/accsupp) and accessibility meta.sty (avail-
able at https://github.com/AndyClifton/AccessibleMetaClass) has been devel-
oped in order to obtain tagged PDF documents. However, both packages do not
solve the problem of the accessibility of formulae. The package accsupp.sty devel-
ops some interesting tools for commenting formulae using also special characters
(possibility that is not available in the pdfcomment.sty package). Moreover, this
is not an automatized method, since the comment must be manually inserted
by the author. The package accessibility meta.sty is an improved version of the
package accessibility.sty. This package allows the possibility of inserting several
tags for sections, links, figures and tables. However, even if these tags are recog-
nized by the tool for chekcing tags of Acrobat Reader Pro, they are not always
recognized by the screen readers. Moreover, this package does not manage for-
mulae and it is not uploaded in the official CTAN repository (some errors may
appear when compiling a LaTeX file using this package).
Our package, named accformulae.sty, solves completely this problem, since
it is able to automatically produce an actual text corresponding to the LaTeX
commands that generate the formulae. This actual text is hidden in the PDF
document but the screen reader reads it without reading any incorrect sequence
before.
The package accformulae.sty uses the command ‘\BeginAccSupp’ defined in
the existing package accsupp.sty. Such a command has been modified in order
to obtain an actual text readable the by screen reader.
We have treated the most used environments for inserting formulae, i.e.,
‘equation’, ‘equation*’, ‘\[’, ‘$$’, ‘\(’, ‘$’. Hence, any formula inserted using one
of these environments is accessible in the corresponding PDF document.
In Figure 2, we show the LaTeX code for generating the same PDF document
shown in Figure 1. We can observe that, in this case, the author has to write
the formula without adding anything else. In Figure 2, we also show some lines
of the source code of the PDF file, where there is the actual text automatically
generated by our package. The screen reader will read correctly the LaTeX com-
mand ‘\frac {1+ \sqrt {5}}{2}’. Moreover, we have created a JAWS dictionary
that provides the reading in the natural language in the case that the user does
not know the LaTeX commands.
A video that shows the performances of the screen readers NVDA and JAWS
on a sample PDF document generated by our package is available at
http://www.integr-abile.unito.it/demo-accformulae.php.
3 User involvement
The package has been evaluated by four visually impaired people, named subjects
A, B, C and D. They are all blind, but it is noticed that, while two of them are
blind from birth and know the braille code, the others became blind during
their life and they do not use the braille code. Thus, during the tests two used
a refreshable braille display and two did not. Subjects A and C used the screen
reader NVDA, whereas subjects B and C used JAWS. Moreover, subjects A
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Fig. 2: LaTeX commands for generating a simple formula in a PDF document using the
package accformulae.sty and the corresponding source code of the PDF output (note
that code \040 stands for the space in the PDF source)
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and B have a very good knowledge of the LaTeX language, subject B is an
intermediate user, while subject D is a beginner. Some information about the
participants are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Participants to the evaluation
Subject Screen Reader Braille Display LaTeX User
A NVDA Yes Expert
B JAWS Yes Expert
C NVDA No Intermediate
D JAWS No Beginner
All the participants tested some PDF documents produced by using our
package. All of them have been able to read correctly the formulae inside the
document; indeed, they observed that, when a formula is encountered, the screen
reader reads the corresponding LaTeX commands. They also noticed that in the
PDF document the formula is not marked by dollars (or by the used environ-
ment) as in a LaTeX document. Participants A and B reported that in the braille
display appears what the screen reader reads. The heading levels are still lacking
in the PDF documents.
The PDF documents have been accessed by Acrobat Reader DC, since it
is the most used PDF viewer and it is well integrated with screen readers. If
different PDF viewers are used, it is possible that the formulae are not read
correctly.
Participants B and D also tested the JAWS dictionary that we have realized.
They have been able to read correctly the formulae, with the difference that
in this case they are read in natural language. Participant B reported that in
the braille display it is still written the corresponding LaTeX commands of the
formulae.
Finally, participants A and B successfully used the package for generating
themselves an accessible PDF document containing formulae.
4 Conclusion
We have developed a LaTeX package that automatically generates comments to
formulae when the PDF document is produced by LaTeX. The comments are
hidden in the PDF document and they contain the LaTeX commands that gen-
erate the formulae. In this way, an accessible PDF document containing formulae
is generated. Indeed, screen readers are able to access the comment when pro-
cessing a formula and reading it. Moreover, we have created a JAWS dictionary
that provides the reading in the natural language in the case that the user does
not know the LaTeX commands.
As future work, we intend to release the package accformulae.sty on the
official CTAN repository. In the final version of the package, we will add all the
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environments used for inserting formulae (for instance, in the current version
of the package, the environment ‘align’ is not managed). Another issue, which
we would like to address, concerns the heading levels. Currently a PDF file
produced by LaTeX does not contain heading levels (and the existing packages,
like accessibility.sty, do not fix this problem). Finally, we aim at developing a
LaTeX package that produces PDF/UA documents.
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